ABOUT THE PROJECT
A new underwater car park has been established in the center of Copenhagen right next to the Queens palace and close to the popular Nyhavn where millions of tourists visit every year.

The car park holds accommodates 500 cars and is built in 3 levels. All levels are placed below street and water level making it one of the most unique underground car parks in Copenhagen.

Novenco Building & Industry has delivered and installed a high tech ventilation solution that will keep the air in car park clean, despite the many cars passing through every day. The system includes 2 ACN 1400 extraction fans (F300) and 24 AUO 380 unidirectional jet fans. 36 sensors are placed strategically between the North and South part of the car park. The sensors detect any change in the level of CO/NOx and CH and the highly developed control system will adjust the ventilation immediately if levels reach critical point. This is to keep the air clean and safe from exhaust particles from the cars.

SMOKE CLEARENCE
The 24 Jet Fans and the high technology operating system installed in the car park also provides extra safety after a fire. After a fire the fans can be used to clean the air free of smoke and lead the smoke out of the building.

The Novenco® AUO Jet Fan has been specially designed for car parks. With its slim and oval design it fits perfectly under the ceilings in typical car parks where space and efficiency plays an important role when designing and construction the buildings.

For more information about the Jet fans and other Novenco® solutions please visit www.novenco-building.com.
SAFE PARKING WITH NOVENCO JET FANS TO KEEP AIR CLEAN

EQUIPMENT DELIVER
24 unidirectional Jet Fans for conventional operation and keeping the air clean in the car park.
36 sensors that detect even the slightest change in levels of CO/NOx and CH
Operating system to automatically adjust ventilation to keep air cool and clean on all 3 levels of the car park.

EXHAUST
NovAx AZN 1400 extraction with frequency transformer.
Total air volume 60,8 m³/s (220,000 m³/h).

FACTS:
• 24 JET FANS IN 3 LEVEL CAR PARK
• 2/4 POLE MOTORS FOR LOW NOISE LEVEL
• SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR CAR PARKS

24 AUO Jet Fans keep the Kvaesthus car park air clean from CO/NOx and CH and take care of smoke exhaust after fire

The Kvaesthus car park is a very unique construction with its 3 levels built below water surface